Sanskrit

Alphabet with English Transliteration

अ आ इ ई उ ऊ ए ऐ ओ औ
a ā ī ī u ū e ē o ō au

ऋ ख ग घ छ ज झ ञ
aṁ/aṁ/aṁ/aṁ/aṁ ah

क ख ग घ च ज झ ञ
ka kha ga gha na Guttural

cā cha ja jha na Palatal

ट ठ ड ढ ण
ta ṭha đa dha na Cerebral

ta thā da dha na Dental

प फ ब भ म
ap ha ba bha ma Labial

य र ल ब
ya ra la va

श ष स ह ष क्ष ज
sa sa sa ha kṣa jña
Sanskrit Pronunciation Guide

Sanskrit’s breadth of expression comes in part from using the entire mouth for pronunciation, and from elongating accented vowels. With an alphabet of 49 letters, it has several different versions of familiar sounds such as ‘n’ and ‘s’, each issuing from a different part of the mouth. For this reason, diacritical marks are generally used to indicate how and where a consonant or vowel should be sounded.

- **a** pronounced like ‘a’ in *america*
- **i** pronounced like ‘i’ in *liter*
- **u** pronounced like ‘u’ in *dude*
- **e** pronounced like ‘e’ in *grey*
- **ai, ay** pronounced like ‘ai’ in *aisle*
- **o** pronounced like ‘o’ in *over*
- **au** pronounced like ‘ow’ in *cow*
- **ā, ī, ē, āi, āu** prolonged for two beats instead of one
- **k, kh, g, gh, ŋ** gutturals, arising from the throat
- **c, ch, j, jh, ŋ** palatals, arising from the back of the palate
- **t, th, d, dh, n** dentals, with tongue touching the back of the teeth
- **p, ph, b, bh, m** labials, arising from the lips
- **c** palatal, always pronounced like ‘ch’ in *chop*
- **r** cerebral, pronounced like ‘ri’ in *rip*
- **ś** palatal, pronounced like ‘sh’ in *shout*
- **ş** cerebral, pronounced like ‘sh’ in *leash*
- **ñ** pronounced like ‘ni’ in *onion*
- **ṃ** pronounced like ‘n’ in *uncle*
- **jñ** pronounced like ‘gn’ in *igneous*
- **h alone** pronounced like ‘h’ in *hot*
- **hī** a soft echo of the preceding vowel
- **h after a consonant** extra breath after the consonant (in Sanskrit there are no compound sounds like ‘th’ in *thief* or ‘ph’ in *phone*)